Abstract-The nonlinearity inherent in the traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifier distorts amplified signals and results in reduced efficiency and bandwidth, limiting its use in communication and electronic countermeasure applications. Signal predistortion is an effective technique for suppressing nonlinear distortion in TWTs that provides high suppression and requires simple circuits for implementation. While conventional predistortion linearizers are based on third-order intermodulation (3IM) injection, this paper proposes using second-order (second-harmonic) signal injection in predistortion circuits. A detailed experimental investigation and comparison of second-order versus third-order signal predistortion is presented. It is observed that both schemes result in suppression of up to 30 dB (55 dBc) for the 3IM distortion products. However, experimental results indicate that second-harmonic signal injection performs better than 3IM in suppressing higher order products. The paper also investigates spatial evolution of the wave spectrum along the TWT axis with and without injection, and sensitivity of the suppression to injected signals amplitude, phase and the fundamental frequency.
I. INTRODUCTION
T RAVELING wave tubes (TWTs) are microwave amplifiers widely used in satellite communications and electronic countermeasures (ECM). The high output power and high efficiency of these devices makes them ideally suited as broadcast amplifiers in satellite communications. For ECM applications, high-power enables jamming of enemy radars and wide bandwidth allows spoofing by pseudo-noise and frequency-hopping spread-spectrum techniques.
While TWT amplifiers have high-power capabilities and broad gain-bandwidths, the nonlinearity of these devices results in amplitude, phase and spectral distortion. Nonlinear distortion products appear as harmonics ( ) and, for multicarrier operation, intermodulation products ( ) at the output of the amplifier. Since these distortion products become more significant as the tube is driven close to saturation to achieve maximum output power, the usable bandwidth of the amplifier and the fundamental efficiency is degraded. This spectral growth also causes spill-over of one channel's signal into adjacent channels (adjacent channel interference) as well as distorts the signal within a channel causing intersymbol interference. Thus, suppression of harmonics and intermodulation frequencies in the output spectra of TWT amplifiers is desirable for reliable and high data-rate multicarrier communication.
One way to limit the nonlinear distortion is to operate the TWT a few dB "backed off" from saturation. However, this compromises output power and device efficiency. Numerous techniques have been pursued for reducing distortion and improving linearity of microwave power amplifiers, in general, and TWT amplifiers, in particular. These techniques include conventional third-order based predistortion [1] - [4] , feedforward [5] , feedback [6] , helix voltage modulation [7] and linearization using nonlinear components (LINC) [8] , [9] . Each of these techniques faces its own inherent challenges. For example, predistortion requires a good estimate of the amplifiers amplitude and phase characteristics over the device bandwidth and tuning to match these parameters. Also, conventional third-order based predistortion equalizers designed to suppress lower-order intermodulation products, are known to aggravate higher order distortion products. Feedback, feed-forward and helix voltage modulation schemes face bandwidth limitations due to delays in lines and feedback loops, as well as stability and drift problems. LINC on the other hand requires matched modulators and amplifiers. Further, generation of constant amplitude signal components via highly linear signal separation and low-loss, high-isolation power combining are challenging issues. This motivates continued investigation and further insights into linearization techniques that are simple, broadband and effective.
This paper proposes second-order based signal predistortion, and evaluates and contrasts the performance of second-harmonic and third-order intermodulation (3IM) injection based predistortion schemes for suppressing nonlinear distortion in TWTs. Signal predistortion techniques involve conditioning the output spectra of an amplifier by injecting signal(s) of proper amplitude and phase to cancel the nonlinear distortion product(s). While second-order, i.e., second harmonic ( ) "signal injection" techniques have been most commonly considered for harmonic suppression to improve fundamental ( ) output power and efficiency in ECM applications [10] , [11] , they have been proposed as a "signal predistortion" method to suppress third-order intermodulation (3IM) distortion products [19] .
On the other hand, the conventional signal predistortion circuit is designed to generate 3IM distortion products and inject them along with the primary message signal. The amplitudes and phases of the "injected" 3IM products are indirectly adjusted by adjusting the transfer characteristics of the predistortion circuit to invert or equalize the measured transfer characteristics (amplitude-amplitude and amplitude-phase) of the nonlinear amplifier. However, analog predistortion linearizer techniques are often not thought of as being implicitly equivalent to 3IM signal injection techniques. As a result, a direct comparison and evaluation of the full range of possibilities for second-harmonic versus 3IM signal injection/predistortion techniques has not previously been conducted. This is the underlying motivation for this paper. It should be noted that both techniques can be implemented with relatively straightforward circuitry. Third-order techniques, for example, can be implemented using either analog predistortion circuit based on two anti-parallel diodes or a field effect transistor (FET) with its linear component cancelled. Second-order signal injection or predistortion techniques can be implemented with a single frequency doubler even for modulated carriers.
This paper presents a detailed experimental investigation of second-harmonic injection and 3IM injection schemes for distortion suppression in TWTs. In order to keep the experimental conditions as similar as possible, we have chosen to experimentally study the physics and effectiveness of both secondand third-order predistortion using similar direct signal injection configurations. In this way, we not only provide a direct comparison of second and third-order predistortion approaches, but also provide a conceptual framework that allows better understanding of the underlying physical mechanisms by which either technique operates within the TWT.
While many signal injection schemes have been proposed for more narrowband solid-state amplifiers, their application to TWTs has not been completely explored and understood. Traditionally, second-harmonic injection has been applied to TWTs for fundamental power output and efficiency enhancement [10] , [11] . Initial attempts to explain the physical mechanism responsible for suppression by signal injection are presented in [11] and [12] based primarily on intuition. Second harmonic injection has been studied numerically by Dionne [13] and Datta et al. [15] using nonlinear TWT models. An improved understanding is presented in [16] - [18] based on the frequency-domain nonlinear TWT model S-MUSE. This model gives a modal decomposition of components in the output spectrum and presents a clear picture of the interaction between driven and nonlinear modes at a particular frequency leading to suppression. Suppression of third-order intermodulation or 3IM ( , ) products by harmonic injection in TWTs was first investigated by Sauseng et al. [19] who observed a 6-7 dB reduction in the upper and lower 3IMs ( and , respectively, assuming ) at saturation. More recently, 3IM suppression of up to 24 dB has been reported by our group [20] . Second-harmonic injection to control 3IM has also been studied analytically [17] and numerically [14] , [17] .
The experimental setup selected for this study achieves more precise and stable phase selectivity than the prior direct injection experiments, thus resulting in higher suppression than previously reported. Further, we demonstrate that simultaneous suppression of both upper and lower 3IMs in two-tone carrier experiments is possible with a similar high level of reduction. The paper also presents measurements of spatial evolution of the wave spectrum with and without injection along the tube axis, using the XWING TWT that is unique in having sensors located along the tube axis. The sensitivity of the scheme to injected amplitude and phase, as well as the effective bandwidth of suppression is also explored.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II presents a brief discussion of the physical mechanism responsible for suppression by signal injection as proposed in [17] and [18] . Section III discusses the experimental device and setup used for performing the signal injection experiments. The two signal injection techniques investigated, second-harmonic injection and 3IM injection, are discussed in Section IV. Section V presents the spatial evolution of the wave spectrum along the axis of the tube with and without injection, while Sections VI and VII investigate the sensitivity of the signal injection schemes to an injected signal's amplitude and phase, and the effective bandwidth of suppression. Section VIII provides a comparison of the two signal injection schemes based on the experimental observations and summarizes the results of the paper.
II. PHYSICS OF SIGNAL INJECTION
Earlier intuitive notions [11] , [12] regarding harmonic injection suggested that the mechanism of distortion suppression by signal injection is the destructive interference of the injected signal with the nonlinearly generated distortion product. Simulations using nonlinear codes [13] - [15] have predicted suppression by harmonic injection, for example, but the models used were unable to describe the waveforms in terms of injected and nonlinearly generated components. A comprehensive insight to the physics of signal injection in TWTs was given recently by Wöhlbier et al. [16] , [17] based on the analytically solvable nonlinear spectral TWT model S-MUSE [16] , [21] . According to S-MUSE, the voltage solution at a frequency consists of a sum of complex exponential modes representing the dominant waves (1) where is the dc beam velocity, the superscript " " refers to the driven mode, the superscript " " refers to nonlinearly generated modes of order formed by beating of two or more frequencies, and are the complex amplitudes. Without injection, a signal at frequency consists of all nonlinearly generated terms formed at that frequency by beating of the fundamentals; for two fundamental frequencies ( , ), these terms are comprised of all order products for which , where is the frequency of interest. An injected signal can either be represented by a driven mode (if the injected signal has frequency ) or can result in a nonlinearly generated mode formed by beating of the injected signal with frequencies present in the system without injection. Thus it is the destructive interference of the injected mode (either "driven" or nonlinearly generated with the injected signal) and natural nonlinearly generated modes that results in suppression of the natural mode at the TWT output. As predicted in [22] and experimentally verified in [18] , the modes have different growth rates ( , ) and different wavelengths ( , ). Hence suppression can be achieved at a single axial location along the TWT, typically chosen to be the output.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental TWT used in this paper is a custom-modified helix research TWT, named experimental Wisconsin Northrup Grumman (XWING). The XWING TWT [23] is a low-voltage (2.9 kV), high space-charge TWT with a broadband gain (1.5-6 GHz) and a single sever to prevent reflections and backward wave oscillations. The TWT is unique in having sensors along the helix that enable study of the spatial evolution of the microwave signal and its spectrum as it is amplified along the device. These sensors are coupled capacitively to the helix at less than dB to avoid significant perturbation of the circuit fields. Fig. 1 shows block diagrams of the experimental setup used for second-harmonic and 3IM signal injection measurements. The two fundamental signals at 1.90 and at 1.95 GHz are generated using Agilent 83 623B signal generators. The generators are frequency locked by sharing a 10 MHz reference to minimize frequency jitter. The harmonic signal at 3.90 GHz is generated from the fundamental using a frequency doubler. For 3IM injection, the 3IM at 2.00 GHz is generated by mixing the harmonic and the fundamental . The frequency doubler is capable of doubling input frequencies from 1.5-5 GHz and avoids any phase drifts between the fundamental and second harmonic or 3IM frequencies thus resulting in higher suppression than reported in [20] .
Power levels on the Agilent generators are set to meet the optimum input power specifications of the frequency doubler and the mixer, and minimize spurious frequencies at the output of these nonlinear devices to less than dB below the desired signal. The harmonic and 3IM inputs to the TWT are adjusted in amplitude by a series of two attenuators; a coarse 1-dB step attenuator, followed by a multiturn dial fine attenuator. The phase is adjusted using two Narda 1-5-GHz phase shifters with 0.2 /GHz resolution. Since varying the attenuators also causes the phase shift through them to change slightly, achieving a precise amplitude and phase shift for the third injected signal requires a careful iteration of both parameters. Solid-state preamplifiers are used to overcome losses in the cables and components, and enable driving of the tube close to saturation. The fundamentals are amplified using two identical HD Comm. 19 340 amplifiers (0.8-2.5 GHz, 42-dB gain). A ZHL-42-W minicircuits (10 MHz-4.2 GHz, 30-dB gain) amplifier is used for amplifying the harmonic, while a ZHL-1042J minicircuits (10 MHz-4.2 GHz, 25-dB gain) amplifier is used for the 3IM. These preamplifiers are operated in a backoff mode to prevent significant nonlinear products from contaminating the amplifiers' output. Thus, attenuators are needed to adjust the fundamental frequency power level inputs to the amplifiers. The three signals are then combined using a high-power Wilkinson-type combiner from Narda and fed to the XWING input. Since the two fundamental signals will be at much higher power levels than the amount of injected harmonic/3IM needed, isolators (not shown) are used to prevent any fundamental signals from feeding back into the harmonic/3IM paths and disturbing the performance of other components. The input drive to the TWT was set by observing the combiners output on the spectrum analyzer using a two-ft. flexible cable similar to the one that feeds to the XWING input. All spurious frequencies at the TWT input were recorded to be below 30 dBc (dB below carrier) for all the cases presented in this paper.
The output signal is monitored on an HP 8563EC time-gated spectrum analyzer. The gate delay (300 s) and width (100 s) were chosen to ensure signal capture during a constant voltage section of the 500 s cathode voltage pulse. Spectrum analyzer sweep time was set to ensure that the 5-Hz cathode pulse is on at least once for each sample point and the frequency span was adjusted to obtain a fine frequency resolution of 0.1 MHz. An attenuator is used at the input to the spectrum analyzer to prevent generation of nonlinear products from the spectrum analyzer's internal mixer that can corrupt the measurements. The shot-toshot variation in power levels was recorded to be dB for high output powers and increases up to dB for lower output powers approaching the noise floor. A set of switches is used to select between the sensor signals and the TWT output. Loss in the output semi-rigid and switching assembly was also characterized and accounted for.
IV. 3IM SUPPRESSION BY SIGNAL INJECTION
Nonlinearity of the TWT amplifier results in the generation of spurious frequencies at the output of the device. Amongst all intermodulation frequencies ( ), the 3IMs ( , ) lie closest to the fundamentals. Thus 3IMs are the main contributors to nonlinear distortion and their suppression is most crucial. We investigate two schemes for 3IM suppression using second-order (harmonic) and third-order (3IM) frequency injection.
A. Second-Harmonic Injection
Second-harmonic injection for 3IM suppression involves injecting the second-harmonics along with the fundamental tones at the TWT input and adjusting their amplitude and phase so as to obtain maximum suppression for the 3IMs. For a twotone case, the injected second-harmonics ( , ) beat with the fundamentals ( , ), respectively, to generate additional modes at the 3IM frequencies ( , ). The S-MUSE [21] voltage solution at the 3IM frequencies considering dominant modes [17] is given as (2) 3IM suppression by harmonic injection involves cancellation of the natural nonlinearly generated third-order mode [ or ] by a second-order mode [ or ], generated nonlinearly due to the injected harmonic ( or ). 1 The former term grows at a much faster rate (nearly three times the fundamental growth rate) than the latter (about twice the fundamental growth rate) [17] , [22] . By injecting a small amount of properly phased harmonic, the nonlinear mode due to the injected harmonic can be made to interfere destructively and cancel the naturally generated nonlinear mode at the output, . Experiments to support this theory were done on the XWING research tube. To simplify the initial setup, only one harmonic ( ) is injected and suppression of the upper 3IM ( ) is shown. However, it should be noted that both 3IMs can be suppressed by simultaneously injecting both second harmonics as discussed later. The XWING has a broad gain-bandwidth of 1.5-6 GHz with a maximum gain of 27 dB near 3.5 GHz at 15 dBm single-tone input drive. The gain drops to about 15 dB at the lower and upper limits of the gain bandwidth. The input fundamental frequencies were chosen to lie in the lower part of the gain bandwidth so that the harmonics lie close to It follows that, for example, (2f ) 6 f are second-order products whereas 2(f ) 6 f are third-order products. the gain peak, thus richly incorporating the nonlinear distortion products. Hence, the two input fundamentals were set to 1.90 and 1.95 GHz and the experiment was repeated at drive levels of 15 and 18 dBm/tone. These drive levels correspond to tube operation at the 1 dB gain compression and near saturation, respectively.
Measurement of output spectra without second-harmonic injection shows the upper 3IM (2.00 GHz) power level to be 26.5 dBc for the 15 dBm/tone case and 23 dBc for 18 dBm/tone. The upper second-harmonic at 3.90 GHz was then injected and adjusted in amplitude and phase iteratively to obtain a maximum upper 3IM suppression of 29.5 dB (56 dBc) and 32.4 dB (55.4 dBc) for 15 and 18 dBm/tone, respectively. The injected harmonic power required to obtain maximum suppression was -dBc for both the fundamental drive levels. Output spectra without and with injection are shown in Fig. 2 for both cases.
The output spectrum was observed on a gated spectrum analyzer. The error bars on the power levels were recorded to be dB for fundamentals, dB for lower 3IM and harmonics, and dB for the 5IMs. The error bar in the measurement of the upper 3IM power is higher ( dB) with injection since the power level is very close to the noise floor and slight drifts in injected amplitude and phase also cause suppression to change. Nevertheless, the error bars are insignificant relative to the power levels and the degree of suppression obtained.
It can be seen that suppression is more with higher drive power (18 versus 15 dBm) since the initial level of 3IM without injection was also higher, while the minimum suppressed power level obtainable is limited by the spectrum analyzers ability to adequately resolve the signals which are close to the noise floor and the small amounts (less than 30 dBc) of 3IM level present at the TWT input arising from preamplifiers. It should be noted that optimizing injected harmonic amplitude and phase for 3IM suppression also led to suppression of the upper and lower 5IMs (fifth-order intermodulation frequencies) as well as the injected harmonic frequency. This reaffirms the presence of distinct multiple modes at a given frequency, where the mode due to beating of injected harmonic cancels the nonlinear mode at that frequency depending on the phasing between the two. In this case of upper second-harmonic injection, the modes at each of these frequencies due to the injected harmonic can be shown as Table I . Thus, the injected amplitude and phase can be optimized to either achieve maximum suppression at a particular frequency or to obtain some desired suppression at multiple frequencies. ( [18] shows results for harmonic injection optimized for secondharmonic suppression.)
While only suppression of the upper 3IM is demonstrated in the previous experiment, it is possible to suppress both upper and lower 3IMs by simultaneous injection of both second-harmonics. Experimental measurements were taken for the same input frequencies of 1.90 and 1.95 GHz at 15 dBm/tone drive. Optimized injection of harmonics at 3.80 and 3.90 GHz resulted in 28.4 and 31.4 dB of suppression, respectively, for the lower and upper 3IMs at the output, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Suppression at the lower 3IM is 3 dB less than for the upper 3IM, which is expected since the tube gain is less at the lower frequency. Again, it is observed that both harmonics are suppressed by 4-5 dB in addition to the 3IMs. However, the amount of suppression for the 5IMs is reduced. This reduced suppression at the 5IMs is explainable by observing that with the injection of both harmonics, there are many more modes that contribute to the total solution at each of these frequencies, e.g., at the upper 5IM ( ), apart from the fourth-order mode present with injection of only, now there is a third-order mode due to the presence of injected . Thus, it is verified that both the 3IMs can be suppressed by injecting the corresponding harmonics. However, for simplicity of set-up and equipment limitations, the rest of the experimental investigation focuses on suppression of the upper 3IM.
B. 3IM Injection
Injection of a second-harmonic signal to suppress the 3IM frequency suggests the more obvious scheme of directly injecting third-order distortion products, such as the 3IM frequency itself. In fact, the conventional predistortion linearizer works on this principle and can be thought of as a generator of 3IM products whose amplitudes and phases are adjusted according to an inverse transfer characteristic to cancel the nonlinearly generated 3IMs. Thus, it is insightful to investigate this scheme and compare with second-harmonic injection for 3IM suppression.
For a two-tone input at , with injection of one or both 3IMs at and/or , the S-MUSE solution at the 3IM frequencies is given as (3) 3IM injection for 3IM suppression involves cancellation of the natural nonlinearly generated third-order mode [ or ] by a first-order injected mode [ or ] due to the injected signal at the 3IM frequency. Again, the growth rate of the third-order natural mode (approximately three times the fundamental) is greater than for the first-order driven mode (nearly the same as the fundamental). A small amount of properly phased signal injected at the 3IM frequency can cancel the naturally generated nonlinear mode at the output, , by destructive interference.
Experimental measurements on XWING were taken for the same set of frequencies and power levels as for harmonic injection. The two input fundamentals were set to 1.90 and 1.95 GHz. The experiment was repeated at the two drive levels of 15 and 18 dBm/tone. Suppression of only the upper 3IM ( ) is targeted here. However, both 3IMs can be suppressed by injecting two signals at each of the 3IM frequencies as discussed in the previous section. Measurement of output spectra without injection shows the upper 3IM (2.00 GHz) power level without injection of the second-harmonic to be 26.5 dBc for the 15 dBm/tone case and 23 dBc for 18 dBm/tone. The upper 3IM at 2.00 GHz was then injected and adjusted in amplitude and phase iteratively to obtain a maximum upper 3IM suppression of 27 dB (53.5 dBc) and 30 dB (53 dBc) for fundamental power levels of 15 and 18 dBm/tone, respectively. The injected 3IM TABLE II  MODES GENERATED BY 3IM INJECTION  AT VARIOUS FREQUENCIES OF INTEREST power required was comparable to the harmonic injection case ( ). Output spectra without and with injection are shown in Fig. 4 for both cases. The suppression is again found to be more with a higher drive level as is the case for harmonic injection, due to the higher 3IM level present prior to injection.
For 3IM injection, the upper 5IM is also suppressed in addition to the upper 3IM by 13.5 dB for 15 dBm/tone drive and by 9 dB for 18 dBm/tone drive. However, it should be noted that none of the second-harmonics are suppressed. Further, the lower 5IM level is actually found to be 4 dB higher with injection than without injection for the 15 dBm/tone case, as is the upper second-harmonic for the 18 dBm/tone case. This destructive and constructive cancellation at the various frequencies is explainable since there is a mode at each of these frequencies formed by beating of the injected 3IM signal as shown in Table II. The phase relationship between the modes due to the injected signal and the naturally generated modes determines the nature of the effect-destructive or constructive. In general, it has been found [4] that predistortion equalizers, which work by injecting 3IMs, cause the higher order intermods to increase. This is observed experimentally for the lower 5IM for the 15 dBm/tone case as shown in Fig. 4 .
V. SPATIAL EVOLUTION
Measurements of the wave spectrum along the tube were taken to reveal the destructive and constructive effects of the two interfering modes. Since the modes have different growth rates and wavelengths, injected amplitude and phase can be optimized to give suppression at a single axial location. It has been shown in [18] that this location of maximum suppression can be shifted along the axis by changing the input parameters.
The sensors along the helix in the XWING TWT enable measurement of the spatial evolution of the wave spectrum. This was done for input frequencies of 1.90 and 1.95 GHz at 15 dBm/tone drive by injecting both second-harmonics (3.80 and 3.90 GHz) and optimizing their amplitude and phase for maximum suppression of 28.4 and 31.4 dB for the respective 3IMs at the output. Fig. 5 shows the spectrum measurements at the input, sensor 1 (which is located halfway through the tube), sensor 4 (located close to the output port) and at the output.
The input spectra shows that the optimum injected harmonic powers required for obtaining suppression are dBm for 3.80 GHz and dBm for 3.90 GHz. Thus, very small amounts (less than 17 dBc) of properly phased harmonics are needed to obtain up to 30 dB of 3IM suppression at the output. The 3IM level at the input is less than 30 dBc and is due to the preamplifiers. It can be seen that the 3IM levels obtained after suppression at the output are lower than the initial level of 3IM present at the input. While all the frequencies show almost monotone growth along the axis without injection, presence of the injected mode causes destructive and constructive effects along the axis.
The significant difference in the power levels of the 3IMs between sensor 4 (which is located close to the output) and the output suggests that suppression is quite sensitive to injected amplitude and phase. The sensitivity of the suppression to injected amplitude and phase is investigated in the next section.
VI. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR SIGNAL INJECTION
While the experimental results presented in previous sections show that the signal injection techniques can provide of suppression for the targeted nonlinear distortion product, the amount of suppression obtained is sensitive to the injected signals amplitude and phase. This requires fine tuning of these two parameters as well as maintaining stability to phase drifts. Thus, it is instructive to determine the required tolerance for these parameters to maintain a desired amount of suppression.
Experimental measurements were taken to study the sensitivity of the suppression to injected amplitude and phase for upper second-harmonic injection with fundamental frequencies of 1.90 and 1.95 GHz at 18 dBm/tone. Since changing the injected amplitude by adjusting the attenuator causes the phase to also change, a phase sweep was done at each injected amplitude level.
As can be seen from the contour plot of Fig. 6 , the amount of suppression obtained is quite sensitive to the precision of depends on fine tuning of these parameters. Sensitivity measurements with other signal injection schemes also exhibited similar behavior.
VII. BANDWIDTH OF SUPPRESSION BY SIGNAL INJECTION
Along with amplitude and phase sensitivity, it is also instructive to determine the bandwidth over which suppression is effective. A higher bandwidth is desired since it implies that suppression is relatively insensitive to changes in the modulation frequency.
Experimental measurement of fundamental frequency sensitivity of 3IM suppression was done for the second harmonic injection scheme by varying the frequency and keeping fixed, and injecting to suppress the 3IM, . With fundamental frequencies of 1.90 and 1.95 GHz at 15 dBm/tone, a 3.90-GHz harmonic was injected and optimized to obtain a maximum suppression of 29.5 dB for the 3IM at 2.00 GHz. The frequency of the fundamental at 1.90 GHz was then varied over a wide range and the suppression observed as shown in Fig. 7 .
Here, can be thought of as a modulation over . It can be seen that although maximum suppression is obtained at the optimization frequency, the overall bandwidth of effective suppression is quite large. A 3IM suppression of dB is possible over a 0.9 GHz change in the lower fundamental frequency (47% relative bandwidth). We notice an asymmetry in the suppression obtained as becomes greater than and the 3IM frequency of interest now becomes the lower 3IM (rather than upper 3IM, when was less than ). Currently we are not able to explain this experimental observation. However, practical bandwidths are in the MHz range, for which suppression is substantial as seen in Fig. 7 .
The high bandwidth of suppression also supports the notion that the nonlinearly generated second-harmonic without injection is mainly responsible for generating intermodulation distortion products [24] . While the suppression is quite sensitive to injected harmonic amplitude and phase, as long as the injected second-harmonic amplitude and phase remains fixed, the suppression is relatively insensitive to shifts in the fundamental frequency it beats with to form the intermodulation distortion products.
VIII. COMPARISON AND SUMMARY
This paper provided a detailed experimental investigation of signal injection technique for nonlinear distortion suppression in TWTs and an improved understanding of second-order versus third-order signal injection or predistortion. While third-order (3IM) predistortion is widely being used for TWT linearization, the results presented in this paper indicated that second-order predistorters may be even more effective, especially for wideband TWTs.
It was observed that for the 3IM injection scheme, minimizing power at the third-order intermods results in increase in power at some higher order intermods (Fig. 4) . This is also a general observation for predistortion equalizers that work on the principle of 3IM injection [4] . On the other hand, our harmonic injection results show suppression of higher order intermods as well as the harmonics, along with the targeted 3IM signal as seen in Fig. 2 . This is desired for communication applications since, although the desire is to target the third-order intermods (the intermodulation products closest to the fundamentals), the overall spurious frequency content also needs to be low.
Our observations suggest that second harmonic injection may be superior to 3IM injection with regard to exacerbation of 5IM products. Specifically, our data indicate that second-harmonic injection only modifies the 5IM products by modest amounts ( dB), and in a favorable manner (i.e., the 5IM amplitude with injection is less than the 5IM amplitude without injection). In contrast, 3IM injection can modify the 5IM products by more significant levels ( dB), and in many instances in a deleterious manner (i.e., the 5IM amplitude with injection is larger than the 5IM amplitude without injection). While we do not have a definitive explanation for this difference, it is consistent with the fact that nonlinear distortions in TWTs arise as a hierarchical cascade of second-order nonlinearities in the ballistic bunching process [22] , e.g., from the product in the continuity equation. Therefore, third-order products require the pre-existence of second-order products, fifth-order products require the pre-existence of fourth-order products and so on. Thus, one typically observes that , where denotes the order of the nonlinear product. The modes due to the injected signal at lower and upper 5IMs are fourth-order modes for second-harmonic injection [ , ] and third-order modes for 3IM injection [ , ] . Since a higher order mode has a smaller amplitude than a lower-order mode, second harmonic injection is not expected to exacerbate the higher order intermodulation frequencies as much as 3IM injection.
To conclude, this paper presented an improved understanding of the nonlinear phenomena involved in TWT linearization via second and third-order signal injection or predistortion. Results showed that signal injection schemes provided a high 3IM suppression of greater than 55 dBc with our readily available laboratory components, which is close to the commercially desired value of 60 dBc [25] in many applications. Sensitivity analysis of the scheme shows that a suppression of 20 dB, leading to a 3IM level of 45 dBc, is maintained for a simultaneous change of dB in injected amplitude and in injected phase. Also, the suppression is effective over a large frequency bandwidth. While comparable suppression can be obtained by either second or third-order injection, the results presented in this paper indicate that second-order predistortion should have certain advantages over conventional third-order predistortion for wide-band TWTs. These include simultaneous suppression of second-harmonic and reduced exacerbation of 5IM products.
